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NPR online ran the story this morning of Conde Nast shuttering two of its bridal publications along
with good old Gourmet. I was not a regular Gourmet reader and definitely couldn’t tell you any of the
monthly feature sections. Started in 1941, Gourmet was a one of those throwbacks that might as
well have been from another planet, let alone another era. Not realizing I was looking at the second-
to-the-last issue, I picked up a copy yesterday and started thumbing through the glossies. My co-
worker had left it on a counter and I was drawn in, hooked as it were. Magazines just don’t look like
this anymore, at least not the cheap-o supermarket tabs that line the check-out isle. The cover
featured a gorgeous photo of something so simple. A pear. Somehow, Gourmet made this dark
pear against a darker background the sexiest thing in the world. I snuck a couple of glances inside
the rich pages of the issue and then chucked the magazine up and away onto another counter so
that I could go back to arguing about gray meatloaf and asking “would you like gravy on that?”

Gourmet was already a thing of the past when I was in culinary school seven years ago. My fellow
students and I pored through Epicurious, Conde Nast’s food related web sight, not really knowing it
was the future of Bon Appetit and Gourmet. The periodical itself was beyond us. Sure, some of my
classmates carried the latest issue and would let us see it upon request, as if it were porn (and in a
way Gourmet was). These were the second careerists, the former ad account managers and
journalists. For those of us who were cooking on the cheap, we could only catch a glimpse of a well
turned thigh (chicken, of course). It didn’t matter. Not only was Epi blazing the post-paper trail, but
we were tuned into Food Network. Ah, the chef/professors hated Food channel. In an introductory
course someone mentioned Emiril Lagasse and was screamed at by the prof (which isn’t too bad.
One of my classmates got kicked out of a lab for asking how Martha Stewart might prepare
something). I digress. The point is that Gourmet was a victim of its own success. In the post World
War II American kitchen, Gourmet gave housewives the belief that they could cook world class
meals in their own kitchen. Now, those who really still want to properly prepare gorgeous,
imaginative meals have only to lift their fingers to the remote, or keyboard.

It’s a shame Gourmet can’t come back in the form that the old Life Magazine did, with semi-annual
specials. It’s all about ad revenue though, and the kitchen ware makers (and Swanson’s Broth)
are now married to television. Like printed smut, food porn is making its money on video and
internet. Luddite cooks like me need a centerfold every now and then.
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